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Abstract
AVO as a known methodology is used to identify fluid type and reservoir lithology in subsurface exploration. Method discussed in this paper consists of three stages, including: direct modeling, inverse modeling and cross plot interpretation. By direct modeling we can clarify lithology or fluid dependent attributes. Analysis performed using both P-P and P-Sv attributes. Inverse modeling deals with real data and is fed by the results of direct modeling to identify the light hydrocarbon (gas) zones. The main role of cross plot interpretation is to confirm the inverse modeling results and consequently increasing validity of performed analysis. Using Hodogram – cross plot, makes possible to identify hydrocarbon zone even in small scales. This methodology was applied in Gorgan Plain Southeast Caspian, northern Iran. It was concluded that: fluid factor, SIGN, and Poisson reflectivity are fluid dependent attributes. It was also defined that normal incidence reflectivity and P-wave impedance reflectivity are lithology dependent. Inverted sections of fluid-dependent attributes defined the existence two light hydrocarbon accumulation under the Tertiary-Cretaceous unconformity in the North Gorgan Plain. Two wet and gaseous zones are also confirmed by cross plot.
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Introduction
The reflection amplitude plays main role in the AVO method. With taking into account that bright points in stacked section may have been created by lithological effects, should be analyzed in pre-stacked sections and as an AVO analysis. After the bright point technology has been introduced as a detecting tool in gaseous hydrocarbon reservoir, Östrander [1] showed that presence of gas in encircled sands between shales causes significant change in amplitude of reflected seismic waves in pre-stacked data. AVO analysis was carried out in different methods such as direct modeling, inverse modeling, and cross plot [2]. The combined method which is introduced here has classified different states of amplitude changes with offset. Verm and Hilterman [3] proposed another simple approximation of Zoepritz equations which amplifies the cross plot methods. Granger [4], Garotta [5], Gassaway [6] and Frasier [7] have discussed about application of converted and non-converted waves related to light hydrocarbon explorations. Keho [8] has presented some subjects related to application of hodogram in AVO analysis. Galen et al. [9] describe a workflow for minimizing missed potential though processing tools and interpretation techniques designed to anomalies zones. Robert and Kendall [10] have discussed about anomalies based on converted attributes. Neil et al. [11] have discussed about seismic analysis for detection of light hydrocarbons.

AVO analysis which is carried out here with non-converted P-P and converted P-Sv attributes in water and hydrocarbon zones has the following characteristics:
1. The three proposed methods have been brought together which do not act independently. For example, inverse modeling analysis uses the result of direct modeling and the cross plot uses the response of inverse modeling.
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2. If in one method encountered with ambiguity, in that special case, we can replace the other combined methods.
3. If each of the proposed methods gives an invalid response and correctness of the responses were important (such as identification of a reservoir zone), we can examine its validity by other methods.
4. In proposed method, modeling and cross plot have been developed such that in the case of direct and inverse modeling, more attributes have been tested while converted attributes have also been involved in analysis. In previous works only gradient and intercepts was involved in cross plots. But in Gorgan Plain study, wide spectrum of attributes such as converted and non-converted ones have been plotted and acceptable results were obtained.

**Introduction of AVO Method**


**Methodology and Discussion in Gorgan Plain**

The combined method introduced here, consists of direct and inverse modeling and cross plot. The aim of direct AVO modeling is identification of attributes which show better resolution of water and gas bearing reservoirs. Direct modeling requires making artifact CDPs, using density, sonic logs and shear wave velocity from well data. Using Gassman equations, proposed logs have been made in water saturated condition; consequently, we will be able to make CDPs in both water and gas saturated conditions. After making CDPs, using geological information and well reports, reservoir boundaries and water zones are been identified and attributes values are calculated along the CDP section. Then, they are compared with their values at the top and bottom of the target zone. At this step, the characteristics of attributes were identified, and we managed to differentiate attributes affected by lithology from those affected by fluid or by both. The aim of inverse modeling process which is based on direct modeling results is to convert the real seismic data to seismic sections of different attributes that have physical concept. Therefore, input of inverse modeling is pre-stacked real data and its output is reflectivity coefficients. These coefficients are function of incidence angle, and are calculated by Zeopritz equations and other approximations. Concept of reflectivity is relative change in rock parameters.

Three main parts in calculating reflectivity coefficients are as follows:

1. Relative change in velocity of non-converted P-P.
2. Relative change in velocity of converted P-Sv.
3. Relative change in density.

In hodogram cross plots, effect of background and anomaly parts are separated. Thus, in cross plot interpretation direction and trend of anomaly, background and sometimes specific produced images are interpretable. In gradient and intercept cross plot, points distribution in gas zone is dispersive and in water zone is focused with a linear coincidence capability. For making cross plots, first, all the points of the inverse section are plotted, and then points distribution of desired zones are identified by another color in cross plot. Therefore, interpretation will be close to real case (because it does not take into account the effect of all points in respect to previous used cross plots) as well as our ability in identification of zones of interference distribution will be increased. The aim of the cross plot interpretation is reducing the risk of ignored reservoir zones and determination of lithology, as well as the presence of shale in reservoir zone. The direct modeling analysis shows the Fluid
factor, Pseudo-Poisson Reflectivity, SIGN, Gradient, and Poisson Reflectivity attributes have higher ability to differentiate fluid from lithology and determination of type of fluid. Furthermore converted attributes (S-wave Impedance Reflectivity and S-wave Velocity Reflectivity) have higher ability to identify fluid from lithology with respect to non-converted attributes (P-wave Impedance Reflectivity and P-wave Velocity Reflectivity). We used the results of direct modeling and making the inverse fluid attributes section as inverse modeling. It was concluded that the main fluid accumulation occurred below Tertiary-Cretaceous unconformity and accumulation above the unconformity is negligible in the Gorgan Plain. Therefore, the observed bright spots in stacked section above the unconformity caused by lithology (Figure 1).

In Figure 2, Fluid Factor inverse section and Tertiary-Cretaceous unconformity is shown with two distinct reservoir zones. It is notable that it may be water fluid under the reservoir zone 1 which will be proved by cross plot interpretation later. In inverse section of Fluid Factor, the yellow color (bright colors in black and white sections) shows negligible amount of fluid. Thus, there is no fluid wherever the section has this color. Presence of fluid increases fluid factor and the zones which have been shown by blue and red colors in Figure 2 indicate the existence of fluid. Comparison of inverse sections of lithology and fluid attributes, indicates more change in lithology sections relative to fluid sections which is caused by variety and composition of rocks relative to fluids. Figure 3 and 4 show two inverse sections of gradient and intercept attributes. According to results of direct modeling, Gradient attribute has higher ability in identifying fluids whereas Intercept attribute has a high ability to identify lithology. Considering the color code of figures, presence of blue and red colors (the dark colors in white and black sections) which mean higher amount of fluid, in Intercept section is lower than in Gradient section. In Figure 4, it is observed that there is higher resolution in two boxes (fluid-bearing zones). Greater depth of these zones in relation to the surroundings areas is due to the presence of fluid in porous rocks which increase the elastic parameters contrast accordingly. This requires enough thickness of reservoir layer. Points distribution of gas bearing sand in gradient-intercept cross plot is dispersive and non-linear. Whereas point’s distribution in water bearing sand is linear. It is notable that in all introduced cross plots the blue color indicates background points and purple color shows the selected zone in inverse section of plotted attribute. In Figure 5 and 6, points distribution are been shown in two reservoir zones and water zone under zone 1. In Figure 5, points distribution manner satisfies the
reservoir nature of these zones which have been made by inverse modeling. Also, linear relationship in Gradient - Normal Incidence Reflectivity cross plot in figure 6 proves the existence of water in sands under the zone 1. Now considering the reservoir nature of the zones 1 and 2 and also water nature under the zone 1, and with taking into account attributes characteristic (as a result of direct modeling) we compare response of reservoir and non-reservoir in zone 1 using other attributes cross plot. Even, we will be able to identify lithology with relative validity in each required part of the seismic section with cross plot interpretation. Cross plot of P-wave velocity reflectivity versus S-wave velocity reflectivity in gaseous zone have dispersive points distribution while in water zone will have linear coincidence capability with positive polarity angle (Figures 7, 8). According to the geological reports and results of well logs cross plots, in primary parts of Gorgan-3A well (Fig.2) there are clay and shale and at the end part of it there is low shaly sand without fluid. At first we make the attributes cross plot of SIGN-Normal incidence reflectivity sections in area surrounding of the Gorgan-3A well in sand without fluid and shales and then in different subzones of zone 1. Distribution of sand will be as same as zone 1 and section point's distribution of shales will be identical as top of the zone 1. Cross plot of Figure 9 shows the SIGN and Fluid Factor attributes plot. According to direct modeling results, these attributes indicate fluid. In Figure 9, point's distribution has regular trend and dispersion is lower with respect to previous cross plots. Also, point's distribution in P-wave Velocity Reflectivity-Intercept attributes cross plot (which have been resulted from direct modeling and is indication of lithology), have regular trend (Figure10). Thus, dispersion in point's distribution occurs in cross plot of attributes which at least one of them is indication of simultaneous lithology and fluid effect. In the other word, point's dispersive distribution in these cross plots is caused by simultaneous effect of both lithology and fluid in these attributes amount. It should be noted that water does not cause point's dispersive distribution. Thus, this fluid should be gas or light hydrocarbon. Therefore, point's dispersive distribution in gaseous zone in cross plots indicates the high capability of this methodology.

**Conclusions**

This methodology is carried out step by step and in each step special question is answered according to the capability of the step. Invalidity of the responses in this methodology reaches the minimum value. Because each response of the inverse sections of various attributes and cross
plots are examined by results of direct modeling and thus the validity of responses are controlled. Cross plot interpretation is able to investigate the validity of the responses of direct modeling related to identification of reservoir zones as well as is able to demonstrate a general sight relative to lithology type in each required part of seismic sections. Also, point's dispersive distribution in gaseous zone in cross plots has been proven and is indication of high capability of this methodology.

Figure 5: Crossplot between Gradient & Normal Incidence Reflectivity under zone1 (Gaseous Zone)

Figure 6: Crossplot between Gradient & Normal Reflectivity under zone1 (Wet Zone)

Figure 7: Crossplot between P-wave and S-wave Velocity Reflectivity under zone1 (Gaseous Zone)

Figure 8: Crossplot between P-wave and S-wave Velocity Reflectivity in sub zone1 (Wet Zone)

Figure 9: Crossplot between SIGN & Fluid Factor
Figure 10: Crossplot between P-wave Velocity and Normal Incidence Reflectivity

Recommendations
This methodology will have development capability. Thus, we can design it according to 3-D and 4-D conditions. In this article, analysis has been done by non-converted P-P waves. If we add the approximations of the converted P-Sv waves to analysis, the validity of attributes will increase and we will be able to estimate the hydrocarbon saturation.
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